1. Introduction. §2 of this paper gives some results on iterated limits which may be considered generalizations of well-known results [l, p. 254]. §3 applies these results to give easy proofs of some central limit theorems for w-dependent variables. Compare Theorem 2 in [2] and Theorem 1 in [3] .
2. Iterated probability limits. Here, we use the strong sense of an iterated limit: for constants aiit i,j -l, 2, • • • , lim/Iim,-a<y=o means (1) lim (lim sup | a,-,--a \ J = 0.
We note that (1) 
whenever (i, j) satisfies j> M and i>Nj. Then for such a pair (i, j),
=P(g,-,^x, \hn\ g/3), and Q(x)=P(gij^x). We have
Now by (4) and (5), each of the terms on the right except the second is bounded by 8, and since L(x-fi, fi)^H(x, fi)^L(x+fi, fi) and L(x-fi, fi)^L(x, fi)^L(x+fi, fi),
by (4), (7), (3), and (6), since The following theorems give conditions which imply (8), (9), and (10). 
